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Researching the Subject before The Talk  
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We do like to have our little games sometimes you know. Roy nearly always asks, and 

Henry is very kind he normally does tell him who is coming through, but sometimes 

we like to have our own little game and that’s something that a lot of people on the 

Earth Plane have difficulty in perceiving. The fact that we are human and therefore we 

do like to have our little bit of humour, even though some people might consider it a 

bit twisted. Well they do because they don't feel that we should have any humour and 

therefore the very fact that we do, they find it very difficult to comprehend. At the 

moment we've got to have a sense of humour. I mean damn it, we are in the bloody 

colonies! So therefore how could we really take things that seriously?  

Is there any subject which, I'm not saying that we are going to answer it tonight, but 

we are looking for subjects which are of interest and are concerning you? Well not 

necessarily concerning you but which you have pondered upon and wanted an answer 

or required a greater explanation. I'm not saying that we will do it tonight but ponder 

on it and if it we can we will expand your knowledge on what has been concerning 

you. I know it's very difficult when you get thrown a question like that and your mind 

goes into an immediate blank does it not?  

Absolutely.  

So therefore we have perceived that this would be the situation, so over the next 

couple of weeks think about it from time to time and your individual guides will then be 

in communication with Henry and through Henry to the lecturers at the Halls of 

Learning to direct the questions to the correct people to convey the answer. 

 That is something else that a lot of people haven't actually contemplated is the fact 

that we are not the font of knowledge and a question which is asked could be more 

suitably answered by various other individuals because they have a better handle on 

it and a better way of understanding it. Because you wouldn't go to a biology teacher 

if you wanted to learn about geography would you because they both might have the 

knowledge but one has the ability to explain it in far greater depth and understanding 

then he or she who has an overall knowledge and we want to have a depth of 

understanding.  



Estelle is actually exceptionally good at that is she not? She takes a lesson and you 

don't even know you're getting a lesson and then at the end she asks frequently if 

there's anything that she needs to expand upon and very rarely is there any 

requirement because she has researched the subject matter and therefore has put 

together a package which hopefully will resonate into all of the recipients’ 

subconscious. 

 And that’s something else which you probably hadn't thought of that when we 

research a subject we then also have to research the level of understanding of the 

people that we are conveying the message to because the depth of understanding 

and teachings which we can give to a group like this is far different to that which we 

could if we have a lot of newcomers. It would go right over their heads would it not and 

therefore the level of understanding would not be there.  

A little concerned about our friend …… you know. He has fallen by the wayside a bit 

and he was looking for spirit, as you so quaintly call us, to resolve all the problems and 

it's a strange thing, we are permitted to do so little which is outside your programmed 

plan. 

That is another concept which is greatly misunderstood. People come to our 

teachings, and I'm not only referring to our group, I'm talking generally, and the 

perception is that all problems which occur on the Earth Plane can then 

instantaneously be removed. After all you are talking to spirit and therefore spirit has 

the ability to remove all issues.  

That is the perception. It's unfortunately a totally incorrect perception but that is the 

perception is it not? We are very fortunate with the group we have that none of you 

actually have that perception. In fact to a certain degree you go a little bit the other 

way. You don't ask for help when you should. Which is a bit silly really isn't it because 

you have a multitude of wonderful people whose only desire is to help if they can but 

their hands are tied, metaphorically speaking because you don't jolly well ask for help. 

That’s something which is very difficult to get through to people, that our hands are 

tied unless you ask. If you ask 20 times in a day it is irrelevant. We might only take it 

up twice, but if you haven't asked at all that twice would not occur.  
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